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 There is a need for the potential of running high resolution 
operational forecasts in many developing countries

 Lack of necessary infrastructure is delaying progress

 The WOD system solves some of these problems

 “Infrastructure in a box”

 Shares many features with the SARWeather system

 Partially funded by DfID and the EU via the ClimDev work 
programme

 Done in collaboration with UNECA

 Initial focus on Small Island States (SIDs) in Africa

 Runs operationally in Cabo Verde and Seychelles

Why?



 Based on Open Source components

 WRF/WPS weather model and accompanying software

 Python language and libraries

 Linux, PostgreSQL, and nginx webservices

 Event Driven

 Processing starts as soon as possible

 Computing resources don’t stand idle out of fear

 Scalable and Resilient

 Just add computing nodes for increased throughput

 Other nodes step in if one is removed

Design philosophy



WOD Overview

• Red lines: data being written
• Green lines: data being read
• Blue lines: messages being sent
• Blue boxes: individual tasks within 

the WOD system.
• Cylinders: data stores, both 

relational database and networked 
file-system

• Grey boxes: WOD system services 
that perform specific tasks, such are 
running the weather model (i.e. 
Modeller) or create weather charts 
(i.e. Plotter)



 Built around the WRF-Chem modelling system

 Initial and boundary data taken from the global GFS 
model as well as the GEFS and CFS systems

 System installation is fast and highly automated

 Can be used to create conventional short- to medium-
range weather forecasts for any location on the globe as 
well as ensemble and S2S forecasts
 Input can be GFS, GEFS, and/or CFS

 Can be used as a tool to provide input to other modelling 
systems, such as hydrological and agro-models

 A wide variety of post-processing options are also 
available

System description



 Deployment and updates of WOD systems is 
automated with salt scripts after deploying  
hardware, OS, file-systems and networking

Deployment and updates



 Code is retrieved from GitHub, while WRF, WPS and 
associated binaries are retrieved from Belgingur's
servers.

Deployment and updates



 The deployment scripts are under source control 
along with WOD source code and is exercised and 
tested on Belgingur's Continuous Integration 
Servers with each change to the code

 This ensures that deployments and updates will run 
smoothly

Deployment and updates



The basic 
configuration is in 
the form of a 
deployment 
descriptor such as 
this one for Cabo 
Verde



 More flexible API’s

 Will be possible to access upstream data via the 
same API’s

 Don’t need to run a WOD forecast to access forecast 
charts and/or point forecasts from the GFS system

 Add the potential for 3D-VAR data assimilation

 Being integrated to 

 the JRC/Delft3D storm surge modelling system

 SiteWatch, a fleet management software used by e.g. 
IceSAR

Development



 The WOD post-processing provides charts, 
meteograms and forecast verification and is split 
into modules

 By default, observations are taken from the MADIS 
website - https://madis.ncep.noaa.gov

 Possible to integrate other data sources

 Each module has a dedicated web interface and API

 Possible to control the dissemination of results 

 The WOD system comes with a simple website that 
combines all three widgets

System applications

https://madis.ncep.noaa.gov/
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 WOD is run operationally in Cabo Verde and Seychelles

 http://syn.meteo.gov.sc

 http://www.inmg-wod.org

System applications

http://syn.meteo.gov.sc/
http://www.inmg-wod.org/


 The WOD system can be used to create conventional short-
to medium-range weather forecasts for any location on the 
globe as well as ensemble and S2S forecasts

 Designed to meet the needs of NMHs that have limited 
resources and little experience in running operational 
forecast systems

 It is based on Open Source components

 It is Event Driven

 It is Scalable and Resilient

 Output can be used as input into other decision support 
software

Summary
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